
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TEST(CUKAT - 2017) 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) 

 

 

1. What is CUKAT-2017 ? 

 

The Central University of Kashmir Admission Test-2017 (CUKAT-2017) is conducted by the 

Central University of Kashmir for admission to its various Programmes during 2017. This first 

phase of the test is being conducted for 10+2 pass out students desirous of seeking admission to the 

five year(10 semester) Integrated Programmes of the University. 

 

2.  What are the programmes offered through CUKAT-2017 and what is their eligibility?  

 

 Please see the link "Programmes" available on the University website under the head CUKAT 

2017 for complete list of programmes on offer and their intake capacity and eligibility criteria.  

  

 

3. What is the last date for submission of forms and when can I know my result? 

 

The complete schedule of activities of CUKAT- 2017, including the last date for online 

submission of forms and decoration of results, is as under: 

 

1. Opening of Online Application form for all programmes 12.02.2017 

2. Closing of Online Application form for all programmes 07.03.2017 

3. Issue of Admit Cards  12.03.2017 

4. Date of Entrance Test  19.03.2017 

5. Answer Key upload 19.03.2017 (5PM) 

6. Grievance, if any 21.03.2017 (5PM) 

7. Corrected Answer Key ready  24.03.2017 

8. Result Declaration. 25.03.2017 

 

4. How can I apply for admission? 

 

A candidate can apply only through online mode, after having fully understood the guidelines 

placed under the link “General Instructions”.  They need to apply and pay application fees 

following the instructions under the link “Apply”.  

 

No hard copy or offline form will be accepted. The applicants should check the eligibility criteria 

thoroughly before applying for any programme. Mere appearance in the Entrance Test does not 

entitle a candidate for admission to the Programme applied for unless he/she fulfils the eligibility 

conditions.  

 

5. Which documents are to be submitted with the form? 

No documents (other than the photograph) are to be submitted/ uploaded with the form. These are 

to be submitted at the time of admission. The candidates are allowed to appear in the test 

provisionally. Their admission is subject to the final verification of mark sheets/degrees/ category 

certificates (if applicable) and payment of application fees, at the time of admission. The 

University can cancel/refuse admission at any stage if it is found that the candidate does not fulfil 

the eligibility criteria or has submitted false documentation or suppressed any facts while applying.  

 

6.  How much is the examination fee? Is it different if I apply for more programmes? 

 

A candidate can apply for any number of programmes, if eligible, by filling up only one 

application form and paying only one application fees as mentioned below. 

  General Category  :   Rs 700.    

  OBC/ST/SC/PWD      :   Rs 300. 

 

7. What will be the syllabus for the CUKAT exam?    

     

        Please see the link  "Syllabus And Model Papers" available on the University website under 

the head CUKAT 2017 for complete details of the programme wise syllabus and question paper 

pattern for the entrance test along with the model question papers.  

  

http://localhost/CUKAT/cukatPrelogin/Resources/General%20Instuctions.pdf


8.   What would be the nature of question paper? 

 

All Question Papers will be MCQ based to be attempted in offline mode (pen and paper mode). 

Each paper will be of two hour duration. See the link " Syllabus And Model Papers " available 

on the University website under the head CUKAT 2017 for details regarding the question paper 

pattern for the entrance test. 

 9. Would there be negative marking in CUKAT? 

 

Yes, there will be negative marking in CUKAT-2017. Each correct answer will carry 01 mark and for 

each wrong answer 0.25 marks will be deducted. Questions not attempted will not be assessed and 

hence will not be considered for preparing final merit list.    

 

10.  How will the final selection of candidates be made and how would the merit be determined if a 

candidate applies for more than one programme? 

Candidates would be admitted to a programme applied for on the basis of their aggregate merit in 

the qualifying examination and the CUKAT-2017 score as per the following weightage:  

I. Qualifying Examination (10+2)): 30% 

II. CUKAT-2017 Score:   70% 

In case a candidate applies for more than one programme, he/she would be considered for 

admission in each programme applied for based on his /her merit in the programme. They would 

however, be allowed to exercise their final option within a time limit at the time of admission. 

 

11. Is there any reservation for any category in the CUKAT-2017? 

Yes, the reservation for admission will be as per Govt. of Indian norms as under:  

 OBC : 27 % 

 SC     : 15 % 

 ST     : 7.5  

 PWD: 3 % (Horizontal). 

 

OBC category candidates should not belong to Creamy Lear and are required to submit the certificate 

in GOI prescribed format.  There is no reservation for RBA, Social caste, NCC or sports category 

candidates at CUK. 

 

12.  Where will be the test conducted? I am a Kashmiri living in Delhi at present. Can I appear 

at any Centre other than Srinagar? 

 

    CUKAT 2017 is proposed to be conducted at the centres situated at following cities: 

1. Srinagar 

2. Jammu 

3. Delhi 

4. Chennai 

5. Mumbai 

6. Gwalior 

However, constitution of the above test centres is subject to a reasonably good response of the 

candidates. The University   reserves the right to cancel any test centre for poor response and allot the 

candidates of the cancelled centre to a nearby centre. Once the centre is allotted it cannot be changed 

 

13. .What is the admission/semester fee payable at the time admission? 

The detailed fee structure of the programmes on offer is available on the university website www. 

cukashmir.ac.in 

     14.  What if I face difficulty in submission of form or face any other difficulty?    

In case you face any difficulty in online submission of form or payment of fees or encounter any 

other problem, you may contact us   through any mode given on the link” contact us” providing 

 specific details of the problem to enable us to provide quick resolution of the problem. You can avail 

the services of the Browsing Centre of the University for filling up the forms, payment of fees etc.  

You should keep on regularly visiting the University website for latest updates regarding admission. 

  

 


